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Cookie Message Ribbon - English

Cookie Message Ribbon
Picture and message hanger

Girls will learn about setting goals while creating this fun ribbon hanger to display as a way 
to inspire themselves and others with their Cookie Program goals. 

You have set amazing goals, you 
have learned about the value of the 
cookie program, you know your cookies - 
now keep all that at the forefront when 
you create this Cookie Message Ribbon.  
Display your goals alongside the 5 Skills, 
complemented by images from the 
cookie box.  Plus this makes a great 
picture hanger for hanging memories of 
your Girl Scout activities and friends!  

Supplies:
 �   Ribbon (one 3 ft piece per girl  -   1” W or 1  1/2“ W ribbon)
 �   Clothes pins (5 per girl) - either wooden or plastic will work,
         but wooden ones are fun to decorate with markers.
 �   Scissors
 �   Colorful markers  to decorate the clothes pins. 
 �   Glue or glue dots
 �   Empty Girl Scout Cookie boxes (or cookie box template 
         printed on card stock - one per girl)
 �   Paper (one or two 3” x 3” pieces per girl)
 �   Pens to write goals on paper.
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Step Two:  
 Invite girls to:
 �   Decorate the clothes pins by coloring them with markers.
 �   Cut out the shapes from the cookie boxes (or from the printed templates). 
 *  Trefoil Shape (from front of cookie box)
 *  Cookie with Sash (from back of cookie box)
 *  5 Skills Panel  (from side of cookie box)
 �   Glue the cookie box shapes to the decorated clothes pins.
 �   Suggest that girls write their package goals and activity goals on the 3” x 3” paper squares.
 �   Tie a “hanging loop” at either end of the ribbon. 
 �   Clip the “5 Skills Panel” to the center of the ribbon.
 �   Clip the “Cookie with Sash” and the “Trefoil Shape” to either end of the ribbon, per the picture below.
 �   Clip the remaining decorated clothes pins in between the other pictures.
 �   Clip the goal papers to the ribbon, using the decorated clothes pins.
 �   Girls may also want to clip a picture of themselves and/or of their goals along the ribbon as well!
 
Suggest girls hang in a location where they can inspire themselves, and others, with their goals!  They can use 
magnets to hang on their refrigerator, or thumb tacks to hang on a bulletin board. 

Tip:  Suggest girls make an extra ribbon hanger at home for their parents to hang in their office area, clipping 
an order card, a pen, a picture and a goal paper to the clothes pins.

Step One:  
Set Goals
 �   Guide girls in setting some goals.  Explain that the troop will earn money by selling cookies and that they get 
to decide how to spend the money.  Encourage girls to set a fun and learning goal as well as a service/take 
action goal.  Check out some of the Goal Setting Activities at www.littlebrownie.com.
�   Help girls calculate a package goal - how many packages do they need to sell to help their team reach the 
goals that they have set?
 �   Discuss how this Cookie Message Ribbon is a great place to display their goals for others to see, and even 
more important, as a reminder for the girls to keep working hard to reach their goals.
�   Distribute activity supplies to each girl.












